CHAPTER XV.
SEVEN YEARS "HARD."
1941-1947.
ARTIME demands and policy and the clearing up
necessary in the first post-war years had serious
repercussions on the progress of the main Taranaki
port. Centralisation of shipping bore harshly on harbours outside
the four chief centres. Enemy activity made uncertain the
movements of vessels and their allocation for loading and
unloading at Dominion ports. Consequently the revenue of the
port fell away, there was less employment available and this in
turn led to the first mutterings of industrial unrest that was to
become so serious a problem in the years to come.
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Taranaki and its harbour could be congratulated on one
account. The producers the port served did their share in
keeping up supplies to Great Britain throughout the war years.
The chief items shipped were 53,273 tons of butter, 146,216 of
cheese, '109,484 of meat, 14,555 of tallow, 5570 of hides and
skins, and 3653 of wool. The value of a "home port" to the
province thus had ample demonstration during the years of
conflict. Had ships been available the tonnage handled would
have increased accordingly, but that was outside the control of
the Taranaki harbour authorities. They did their best on many
occasions to increase the allocation of vessels and were among
the first to urge the removal of wartime controls when peace
was restored. In these efforts they had the support of many
commercial and industrial organisations, an experience which
led to better understanding of harbour administration and the
problems associated therewith.
The diminution in shipping and harbour services played
havoc with the Board's revenue. In 1943 it sought and obtained
some relief by a Government grant towards maintaining the
efficiency of the harbour, the cost of which, it may be added,
rose inevitably while war conditions continued and when general
trade reconstruction began. In 1944 the Harbour Board was
compelled to strike a rate and the response to the demand
indicated that ratepayers realised the Board's financial plight
was due to causes beyond its control.
In December that year the death occurred of Mr. C. E.
Bellringer, chairman of the Harbour Board for 22 years and a
member of the Board for 33 years.
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An instance of the ill effect on the port of the wartime
regulations was given in July, 1945. A shipment of material
intended for use at the New Plymouth cool stores was unloaded
at Wellington, railed to New Plymouth and reached there
simultaneously with the ship's arrival at New Plymouth. It was
little wonder the Harbour Board demanded that the status of
the port be raised to that of Auckland and Wellington insofar
as permitting bills of lading being issued in Great Britain to
the port of New Plymouth.
By the end of 1945 the revenue of the port showed an
upward trend and the Harbour Board felt able to reduce its
request for Government assistance. The Board also decided
on an expansionist policy. Two additional electric cranes for
the Newton King wharf were ordered in 1946 and efforts were
made to establish a regular coastal shipping service between
Wellington and Taranaki. The efforts were unsuccessful but
an increase in coastal services was promised.
In June, 1947, exceptionally rough weather caused the
steamer Eastern City to break her lines at the wharf and a
collision with another steamer, the Waitomo, caused some
damage to both vessels. A third steamer, the Ruahine, escaped
a collision through quick action by the harbourmaster, Captain
o. F. McIntyre, whose skill and promptitude brought commendation from the commander of the Ruahine. Most satisfactory
of all was the fact that once again the breakwater stayed firm
although the protective apron was knocked about.
By the end of the year the trade of the port set a new
record of 269,724 tons. Among the total imports of 190,314
tons no less than 122,194 tons were of fertilisers, an indication
that the farming industry was endeavouring to overcome the
shortages of the war years and to increase production.
Although the record trade had been handled at the port
without congestion there were complaints of delay to cargo owing
to shortage of railway trucks. The Harbour Board decided to
examine afresh its authority to control the wharves and the
work done there and if necessary to open new negotiations with
the railway authorities.
The seven years of inhibitions and outside control of shipping
and of port services ended therefore in an optimistic outlook
for the future. The usefulness, the stability, the performance
and the value of the harbour to the province of Taranaki and
even beyond its borders had been demonstrated beyond
challenge.
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CHAPTE'R XVI.
FO'RWARD

MOVE BEGI NS.

1948-1950
MPLEMENTATIONof a forward policy began with the new
year in 1948. A suggestion that the whole of Taranaki
province be formed into one harbour district met with
support although it was realised that negotiations with the
Opunake and Waimate West areas could not be hurried. Meanwhile the deepening of the berth on the eastern side of the
Newton King wharf to 33 feet for a width of 200 feet was
approved by the Board as a means of providing extra berthage.
It was becoming evident that the end of the usefulness of the
Moturoa wharf, especially for overseas shipping, was in sight,
although financial considerations made it imperative that
rebuilding the wharf be postponed.
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However enthusiastic the Board was about the preparation
of a long term plan of harbour extension it was obvious that its
finance must be the first consideration. In April, 1948, the
question of raising port charges was considered but it was
decided to postpone this, although the need for increased revenue
to compensate for rising costs was too evident to be ignored.
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In that month it was found necessary to divert shipping to
avoid congestion at the wharf. This rejection of trade may have
had its effect on the Harbour Board's deliberations for in June
it announced its proposals for future development of the port.
Rebuilding the Moturoa wharf was given priority, although it was
admitted that the Board was unaware of the cost or when the
work could begin. It entailed provision for coastal shipping
while the new wharf was being built and the question whether
the wharf should be built in ferro-concrete, timber, or a
combination of both had yet to be answered.
.
Smooth working at the port was upset in June by a dispute
between a New Zealand shipping company and the Waterfront
Workers' Union. Agreement was reached a month later, but
then the Taranaki port was affected by an industrial dispute at
the Auckland wharves. Speaking generally the Harbour Board
has maintained satisfactory relations with employees and on
many occasions has borne testimony to their good work.
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rvecuru tonnage estanhsned at port February 11, 1933 (since exceeded): The vessels in port were:
Moturoa wharf: West, Gabriella; East, Otira. Newton King wharf: West, inner, Kent; outer, Hauraki;
East, inner, John; outer, Vardass.

The harbourmaster, Captain O. F. McIntyre, gave the Board
food for thought when he recommended three wharves should be
constructed, the new Moturoa wharf and two shorter ones to
replace the Newton King wharf. He maintained that by this
plan 1500 feet more berthage would be obtained.
After much discussion the site for the waterfront workers'
building was decided on and its construction authorised by the
Board.
An unpleasant episode during the year was the grounding
of a vessel through, it was alleged, lack of attention to its signals
by the harbourmaster. He and the Board were severely criticised
by a marine inquiry held at Auckland. The finding amazed the
Board and public opinion in Taranaki. A request was made to
the Minister of Marine for a rehearing. The request was granted
and at the rehearing the harbourmaster and the Board were
exonerated by the Supreme Court.
Once more the year ended with a
tons, but to offset any complacency the
came others showing that in that and
£75,000 had been spent on repairs to the
more than double her original cost.

record trade of 304,493
figures might engender
the previous two years
dredge Paritutu, rather

A good many industrial disputes interfered with the work
of the port during the year 1950. Some of them were local and
capable of quick adjustment.
Others were part of Dominion-wide
unrest on the waterfront that is now part of the industrial history
of New Zealand.
The first five months of the year showed an unbroken flow
of ships and in June the Harbour Board decided that the new
Moturoa wharf would be built partly solid and partly in timber.
An order was approved for piles for the new wharf and plans
authorised for widening the Newton King wharf. The expansion
programme was under way.
In August, 1950, the submarine "Thorough"
visited the
port, being the first "sub"
to do so. Apart from industrial
problems the year was fairly uneventful.
There were some
exceptionally heavy storms in the winter and in August some
damage was done to the breakwater
which needed prompt
attention.
Once more a record trading of 363,104
handled during the year.
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CHAPTER XVII.
PRE'PARINC THE WAY.
1951-1953.
:-IE fact that in the previous year the port was second
only to Auckland for the shipment of dairy produce
made a cheerful opening for 1951. Industrial unrest on
the waterfront already mentioned, although a matter outside the
Harbour Board's administration, had its effect on the earnings of
the port. Nevertheless the forward planning continued. On the
advice of the consulting engineer, Mr. W. G. Morrison, the plans
for the new Moturoa wharf were altered and in June its
estimated cost was £425,840. This necessitated further loan
money which it was anticipated would meet with ratepayers'
approval. Uncertainty regarding supplies of timber from
Australia and consequential amendment of design caused further
delay in calling for tenders for the construction of the wharf.
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Meanwhile, in June, 1951, a new and important alteration
in the port's services had begun. The first discharge of fertiliser
material into motor-lorries for transport to its destination by
road instead of rail was made that month with much success.
In September it was reported that by this means a marked
improvement in the time taken to discharge vessels had been
achieved by the road services. Some adjustments regarding a
ramp and other details were found necessary, but within 15
months the Board was notified of the unloading and discharge
of a vessel in four and a-half days whereas before road transport
was available the average stay in port of "fertiliser" ships was
15 days. Moreover the principle of road as well as railway use
of the wharves had been established and justified.
Early in 1952 the Harbour Board was advised by its consulting engineer that the cost of the new Moturoa wharf was likely
to exceed the former estimate owing to rising costs of labour and
materials.
This necessitated further consideration of finance and in
connection with this some interesting .figures were made public
for the benefit of ratepayers and as showing the value of the
port to the province as a whole. It was shown that through
direct shipments in seven months on 35,610 tons of petrol
Taranaki consumers had been saved one penny per gallon for
petrol, a total saving of £37,083.
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New Moturoa Wharf: Driving of first concrete pile.

The Board's suggestions for improved railway services at
the port were placed before a Royal Commission inquiring into
the working of the railways and the commission's finding, in
July, 1952, suggested that the railway working of ports should
cease. The recommendation has not been implemented, however,
and the road transport of imports continued to be limited to
fertiliser materials and, on occasion, to timber for harbour
improvement when the year ended.
In September the report of the Royal Commission on the
waterfront industry also recommended that harbour boards
should provide sheds and other facilities for working the ports
as the present system of railways operation was uneconomic.
The commission also suggested a central commission to control
harbour development throughout the Dominion, a proposal that
was rejected by harbour boards as undue centralisation of work
in which knowledge of local conditions was imperative.
In October Parliament approved a bill enabling further
borrowing by the Harbour Board, but in view of later action
details of the measure are unnecessary in this brief review of
the history of the port. When the bill was passed it was known
that the Board would face expenditure of more than £730,000
if its expansion programme was to be carried out. Arrangements
for so large an amount could not be made in a few weeks but a
commencement was made. For the eighth time a record year's
trading of 413,916 tons was reported and it was hoped that by
repairing and overhauling the dredge Pari tutu at New Plymouth
some thousands of pounds would be saved.

As will have been seen, the preparations for harbour development moved very slowly. There were many reasons for this.
Post-war reconstruction throughout the Dominion was making
heavy demands on the money, labour and materials available.
Commissions and inquiries were the order of the day and their
findings were not always easy to accommodate with local knowledge and desires. It is no wonder that impatience caused some
disharmony among Harbour Board members in the years 1952-3.
Their work may be likened to preparations for the foundations
of an impressive structure-not much that is visible, but of the
utmost importance to the building others may have the credit
of erecting.
The year 1953 opened with the disappointing report that
the new pilot launch Taranaki was unsuitable and it was decided
to sell the vessel.
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Assertions that the breakwater was in danger of collapse
were refuted in May by the Lyttelton harbour engineer, Mr.
Cashin, who with the Board's engineer made a special survey
of the structure. They assured the Board that whilst some
repairs were necessary there was nothing in the breakwater's
condition to cause alarm.
In August the Railway Commissioners visited the port and
the chairman caused some surprise when he asserted that the
railways had no control of the wharves and were operating there
at the Harbour Board's pleasure. The statement drew the
comment from the Board that it found the Railway
Commissioners reluctant to discuss road transport to and from
the port.
Various plans for port improvements were submitted, the
Board's financial proposals were returned by the Loans Board
for further consideration regarding the new Moturoa wharf
and a Local Government Commission sat at New Plymouth in
October to inquire into Harbour Board rating and representation
conditions. So far as the Moturoa wharf was concerned a
special report from the railways as to the safety of its further
use made it clear that the old structure must go.
With matters in this condition a new Board was elected
on October 31.

Members, 1957:-Left to Right: Sitting, C. A. Pease, C. W. Green, E.D., B. C. Kurth, T. L. Penn,
H. E. Blyde, C.B.E. (Chairman), B. Hutchen (Deputy Chairman), W. R. Johns, C. A. Bridger, J. H. Boon,
F. Laurence. Standing: A. J. R. Hastie, E.D., G. Hawley, G. A. Eddowes (Secretary), P. D. L. Holmes
(Engineer), Captain J. Flett (Harbourmaster).
Board
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ACCO'M P'LISH M ENTS.

HE newly elected Board had no illusions about the tasks
before it. At its first meeting in November, 1953, it
decided to obtain a report on the harbour from a panel
of engineers. This came to hand at the end of January. It placed
the rebuilding of Moturoa wharf first, and widening of Newton
King wharf second in priority and considered a slipway would
be uneconomic.
A suggestion made by a Board member that rates be
abolished and port charges increased was not approved. In
March the Local Body Loans Board was asked to approve a loan
of £725,000 and in June its approval was received.
In September Parliament passed a bill that not only
authorised a poll for raising the loan but changed the Board's
name to the Taranaki Harbour Board and that of the harbour to
Port Taranaki. It also enabled varying details in previous legislation concerning the Harbour Board's area for rating purposes
to be consolidated. Among the alterations was provision for the
inclusion of the Opunake Harbour District in the Taranaki
Board's rating area on terms approved by Opunake ratepayers.
Since 1908 the Waimate West district generally known as
the "free" area had been free of liability for harbour loans,
although it continued to have representation on the Harbour
Board. On the recommendation of the Local Government
Commission, following a lengthy inquiry, this anomaly was also
corrected in the new legislation on terms agreeable to all parties.
This area is now part of the Board's district.
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The loan proposals were approved by the ratepayers in
October, the figures being 2248 in favour of and 234 against the
proposed loan. A month later, i.e., just a year after the new
Board took office, a tender was accepted for the construction
of the new Moturoa wharf, action that was almost breathlessly
swift compared with the proceedings of earlier years. The
contractors were Messrs. Downer and Co. Ltd., in association
with Morrison, Knudsen, Idaho, U.S.A. The contract price was
£615,484/5/-, but there was much more to be spent before the
wharf was properly equipped. Tenders subsequently accepted
for four electric cranes for the wharf were for £115,000 and
with them and other items wharf services were estimated to cost
at least £140,000.
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The first concrete pile of the new wharf was driven on
August 25, 1955, and the last of the 939 concrete piles used was
driven on August 14, 1956.
The construction of the wharf has been continuous since it
began and although its equipment is not complete-delivery
of
the cranes is not expected for 18 months at least-the
wharf
marks progress in the port's development that has been awaited
for many years.

When the first portion of the £725,000 loan was opened in
February, 1956, the chairman of the Board, Mr. H. E. Blyde, in
commending the loan to investors pointed out that the existence
of the port saved the province of Taranaki £1,000,000 a year or
an average
of £12/10/- for each of the province's 80,000

inhabitants.
It goes without saying that with heavy capital expenditure
essential to development the arrangement of the Harbour Board's
finance was a major task of the Board. It sought and obtained
Parliamentary sanction on three occasions, and the end of the
programme of advancement is not yet in sight.
An important item in that programme is the deepening of
the harbour. For this a new dredge with double the capacity of
the Pari tutu is required. It is being designed by a firm of
London experts and is expected to cost with equipment £400,000.
Consideration was given to a proposal for dredging by contract,
in conjunction with other harbours, but ultimately the Board
decided that its own dredge was essential to the well being of
the harbour.
In the past few years the amenities of the port have been
increased with the erection of a large wool store by the New
Zealand Shipping Co. Ltd. and a port amenities and administrative building erected by the Waterfront Industrial Commission
for the benefit of its employees at the port.
An inquiry into the charge made for the electric reticulation
instituted by the previous Board resulted in a reduction of £567
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Work begins on new Moturoa wharf, 1955:

Concrete
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when the report of an impartial investigator was received in
July, 1954. In November that year Mr. P. D. L. Holmes was
appointed engineer in succession to Mr. J. Ford who had resigned
two months earlier and Mr. G. W. Butcher was appointed project
engineer to watch the Board's interests while the new wharf was
under construction.
In March, 1955, the reclamation was approved of one and
three-quarter acres of land at the western end of the breakwater
as the site for cement silos and transit cargo sheds, although
subsequently the silos were placed elsewhere.
On several occasions efforts have been made to co-operate
with the railways authorities in working out a plan of road and
railway transport services at the port, advantage being taken
of the visit of the Minister of Railways in May, 1955, to discuss
the matter with him.
Another aspect of the means of improving port services by a
dual transport system was examined in March last year when
experiments were made in the loading of chilled beef and lamb
in a special container brought from the meat works at Waitara
by rail and motor-lorry respectively. This experiment and one
in which dairy produce was brought by motor-lorry from the
cool store to the ship's side were regarded as of value in assessing
the port's ability to undertake such methods of shipping produce.
The year 1955-56 ended with a new record of 435,569 tons
handled, with the new wharf's construction well in hand and
preparations for further development in a healthy condition.
It is fair to assume also that the port has now the general
support of the province. In its 82 years of existence the Harbour
Board has seen many vicissitudes. It has known disbelief that a
port could be established, it has suffered from rivalry and from
fiercely opposing ideas in regard to the construction of a harbour,
it felt for many years the inhibitions caused by lack of funds.
On the other hand it has known also the determination of those
who believed in the work they had undertaken and the support
of a public which once, in the midst of hard times, found money
to prevent the harbour's collapse. The value of the port to the
province and to the Dominion is now manifest. The undertaking
is not a static structure, it is a living entity that must progress
or it will shrivel into something less useful than its potentiality
warrants. Those who through many decades and in later years
have brought the port to its present state of usefulness have
earned the eulogy "if you would see the monument to our
labours, look around."
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